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Archangel Gabriel is the beloved angel who announced, "Behold, I bring you good tidings of great

joy!" Gabriel continues to bring us all joyful messages, in addition to supporting human messengers

such as writers, artists, craftspeople, musicians, teachers, journalists, and more. Gabriel also brings

happy announcements and support to parents and those who care for children. In this beautiful

44-card oracle deck by Doreen Virtue, you&#39;ll receive nurturing, encouraging, and supportive

messages related to your creative and teaching work, as well as your work with children. Each card

features a gorgeous image of Archangel Gabriel, along with a positive message. The accompanying

guidebook teaches you how to give yourself and others an accurate Angel Card Reading, and

explains the expanded meaning of each card.
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Doreen Virtue is a best-selling author and doctor of psychology who works with the angelic realm.

She has appeared on Oprah, The View, Good Morning America, CNN, and other programs; she

presents workshops around the world; and she has a call-in talk show on

HayHouseRadio.comÃ‚Â®. Website: www.AngelTherapy.com

Doreen Virtue has been criticized for being too commercial and for flooding the marketplace with far

too many card decks. I feel the world owes her a debt of gratitude. In man ways she is solely

responsible for brining awareness of Angels and other spiritual topics to the forefront of the world's

attention. She is a wonderful teacher, healer, and reader. Doreen has brought the world of Angels



and spirituality to a huge number of people who might otherwise never enter onto a spiritual path. I

believe she has offered the world a great service. She continues to bring guidance, help and

comfort to so many people.The Archangel Gabriel Cards are not only beautiful but great for giving

readings for oneself and others. The images are depictions of Angels from classic paintings. The

deck has a beautiful back, gifted edges and the uniform design of the deck makes it beautiful. The

images are rich and can provide information for messages. There is also a single word or simple

phrase at the top of each card and an expanded interpretation at the bottom of each card.I am a

professional reader and have started adding this deck into my readings. I found them to be accurate

and easy to work with.I'm grateful to Doreen Virtue for all her good work and for creating a beautiful,

useable and accurate oracle deck.

This card deck isn't what I expected at all but in a good way.This card deck has a bibical kind of

feeling to it like her Mother Mary card deck,her Saints And Angels card deck and a little bit of the old

fashion Victorian feeling like Doreen's Guardian Angel Tarot card deck all decks that I am not fully

attached to in terms of the pictures anyway.This card deck is different from her other decks in terms

of the wording on the cards and the definitions of things in the booklet.Unlike her other decks this

card deck more specific especially for those who are writers,and artists.Actually in my eyes this card

deck is even more specific then the Life Purpose card deck which focuses on different types of

careers,but doesn't mentioned alot of action to take in terms of a career this one does.I do however

highly recomed combining the Life Purpose card deck and the Gabriel one I did both recently and

got a great reading I highly recommed to do thissometime.While I am not a big fan of the pictures of

the cards this card deck even though they display action such as it show people doing things like

painting,writing and one picture has someone looking in a mirror which indicates facing your fears

and there is a mother mary card included in the deck for soon to be mothers or mothers.I do like the

wording on the cards Some of the words on the card that mostly focuses on artists include

Editior,Media,Share Your Art With The World,Agent or Manger,Time

Management,Perfectionism,Writer's Group and more.Wording the applies to mothers and artists

include Nurturing,Blocks Lifted,Allow Yourself to Recieve and more.Wording like that is not seen in

other card decks of Doreen's.This card deck focuses on a particular group of people you can see it

on the card the wording and in the booklet.It motivates you to take action alot of are action cards

physical action not just doing emotional action.My boyfriend Andre wants to promote more his

artwork and write a book and I feel this deck would be a good motivator for him, and once he sees

the deck I will include in the review his thoughts on it and as for me well it's has motivated me to



become more creative lately which is good for me.I also think this is a good one for my friend Jason

and his mom as well.If you like Doreen and want more motivation as a writer,artist,or mother this is

the card deck for you.Update December 5I showed my girlfriend Shelly recently the card deck she is

the one who bought it for me and the few cards she saw she liked she liked the pictures better then

me and she doesn't do card readings often at least for herself,so I will get them for her next

christmas.I also want to give my friend Jason this card deck he does Djing and his mother who is a

mother and writes children's book as well.Update December 26Despite how I feel about the pictures

on the cards I still from time to time pick a card from the card deck.I want to know what message

Gabriel has for today.I picked a card today called Motivation.I red it to my boyfriend Andre and he

loved the wording on the card and he said to keep the card out to look at.He said he loved the card

deck and my boyfriend has some Doreen card decks,but doesn't use the card decks often except

for her Angel Tarot a little bit.I figured Andre would like it,but wasn't totally sure and today he

comfirmed it.My boyfriend Andre does photography,writing ,and also does painting,as well as other

types of art and he saw this card deck as motivating,so when I can I am definetly buying it for

him,plus my friend Jason,his mom,and my girlfriend Shelly to.Update January 4I gave my boyfriend

Andre a card reading yesterday uses Doreen's Life Purpose card deck and Gabriel card deck.And

even before he put down the cards he was amazed at the accurancy of both card deck especially

the Life Purpose card deck.And he told me after the reading he wanted both decks which was a big

surprise to me.Andre was wondering what actions he should take in reguards to being an artist and

writer and the cards help to answer his questions.My boyfriend Andre is a man who is a bit skeptic

and like I mentioned before not into card reading even though he has card decks.I bought him the

Gabriel card deck and it sounds like he will want the Life Purpose card deck as well,so I will get him

that as well when I can.He also gave me a sugguestion on how to interpet the Prosperity card in the

card deck if a woman is asking if she will be pregnant soon or in general how the Prosperity card

connects to mothers,as well as artists and writers.Update Febuary 25At this point I own this

deck,my boyfriend Andre and my friend Jason's mom.Jason will get it later.Not sure what Jason's

mom thinks of it yet so will get her opinion later.Lately I have picked a card from my Gabrielle

Bernstein's Miracles Now card deck and my boyfriend Andre's Gabriel deck everyday for motivation

and had an interesting experience happen to me.Last week on Wednesday pick the usual Gabriel

card and carried around a Gabriel deck to give to my friend Jason for his mom.Right before meeting

up with Jason I overheard a conversation between a woman who was a mother and had a son and

a man named Gabriel.The name Gabriel is very rare and that's the first maybe second time I have

come across someone named Gabriel.To me this is a very powerful angel deck indeed and I got the



proof last week for sure.I love it,love it,love it.

They were so on the point that they made me cry..The first question that I asked was how I could

get more blessings and the gratitude card came up telling me that if I appreciate what I have it

would attract more reasons for gratitude. in other words start thanking God for what you have

instead of begging begging begging

These cards, like all of Doreen Virtue's collections, are immaculate, stunning, and too beautiful to

describe in video, photo, or words. The pure essence of these cards are magnificent and can't be

imagined until you get the product and hold them in your hands.As a person from the Christian

Faith, I appreciate the calming, inspiring words and prayers that come through Archangel Gabriel in

the readings of these Oracle cards. I believe these cards are a direct gift sent from God.

I have a few of Doreen Virtue's card decks. Love 'em. This one doesn't feel like the angel &

archangel decks. It goes more to endeavors & expressing yourself., next steps to take. The artwork

seems old world romanticism,, but for me, it misses the spot. They just don't call to me, or drag me

right into the illustrations. I can do reading with the others, quite accurate & informative. This deck

only calls for a 1 card read at a time. ,, interesting... maybe not the deck for me.a little disappointed

I foolishly thought these would be in the same format and art style as my Archangel Michael and

Archangel Raphael cards. The artwork is not great and the colors aren't vibrant as in the other

decks, made worse by a yellow-brown border. Even the messages are rather flat without the sweet

prayers in the other decks. I have LOTS of her cards and I should have skipped these

Anyone in the creative arts will love this deck, especially writers, which I do feel it is geared towards.

If you are a writer, this deck will not disappoint since it has great message cards like Editor and

Writer's Group. Like Gabriel, this deck guides/nudges creative individuals and projects towards their

next step. It is a gentle deck and filled with universal wisdom so anyone can benefit from the

messages and apply them to their specific situation. The cards themselves are beautiful and the

booklet is helpful for more insight into the card.
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